Abstract| Many important applications, such as graph coloring, scheduling and production planning, can be solved by GENET, a local search method which is used to solve binary constraint satisfaction problems (CSPs). Where complete search methods are typically augmented with consistency methods to reduce the search, local search methods are not. We propose a consistency technique, lazy arc consistency, which is suitable for use within GENET. We show it can improve the e ciency of the GENET search on some instances of binary CSPs, and does not su er the overhead of full arc consistency.
I. Introduction
Constraint satisfaction problems (CSPs) occur in a large number of important industrial applications such as bin-packing, scheduling and production planning. A CSP involves a set of variables, each of which has a nite and discrete domain of possible values, and a constraint formula, limiting the combination of values for a subset of variables. Many real-life problems, possibly after transformation, can be speci ed as binary CSPs which are restricted to involve only constraints with two or less variables. The task of solving a CSP is to assign values to the variables so that the constraint formula is satis ed.
Solving CSPs is, in general, NP-complete. Thus, This paper is organised as follows. Section II describes the GENET model, and gives an example of its execution. In section III we de ne arc consistency, and discuss using arc inconsistency removal with GENET. In section IV, we describe the lazy arc consistency technique and show how we insert the technique in the network convergence procedure of GENET. Section V describes our experimental results comparing GENET and versions using lazy and full arc consistency on a number of binary CSPs. Lastly, we summarize the contribution of our works and shed light on future directions in section VI. II . A Constraint Solver : GENET GENET 11] , 13], a generic neural network simulator, can be used to solve binary CSPs. A GENET network consists of a cluster of nodes for each variable V i in a CSP. Each node (V i = d) denotes an assignment of the value d to the corresponding variable V i , there is one node for each value in the domain of the variable domain(V i ). And each constraint is represented by a set of inhibitory connections between nodes with incompatible values.
To illustrate how a GENET network is constructed we show the network for constraint V 1 < V 2^V2 < V 3 where all variables have domain f1; 2; 3g. At any moment, only one node in a cluster is on (marked with a cross). The variable represented by the cluster is said to be assigned the value given by the node which is on. Let value(V i ) denotes the value currently assigned to V i . This means that the state of the entire network represents a valuation for all the variables, that is an assignment of a unique value to each variable. The GENET convergence procedure is shown in Figure 2 .
To prevent in nite search network converge has a limit L cc imposed on the number of convergence cycles used. A convergence cycle is an execution of the inner repeat loop once. Initially, a value for each variable V i is selected randomly from its domain domain(V i ). Then, the state update rule (state update(V i )) is applied to each variable until there is no change in the value assigned to each variable, that is the network is at a local minima. If the sum of the inputs of the values assigned to all the variables is less than zero then the assignment violates some of the constraints and is therefore not a solution. In this case a heuristic learning rule (learn()) is applied to penalize violating value-pairs in the assignment and execution continues. Execution stops if the sum of inputs of the values is zero (a solution has been found) or the number of convergence cycle exceeds the limit L cc (resources have been exhausted). If resources have been exhausted, network converge returns unknown indicating its failure to nd a solution. Otherwise, it returns true.
The procedure state update shown in Figure 3 Since the current values (marked by asterisk) each have maximum input in their clusters, they are not changed by state update, that is the assignment represents a local minimum in terms of constraint violations. But the sum of inputs of the values assigned to the variables (?2) is not equal to zero, hence the assignment is not a solution. learn() is applied and penalizes the only connected assignment-pair (V 2 = 3; V 3 = 1) by reducing the connection weight by 1 to ?2. The inputs to V 2 = 3 and V 3 = 1 become ?2 which will causes V 2 = 2 to be selected in the next state update of V 2 . In this way, the learning rule helps to escape from the local minimum by penalizing the violated assignment-pairs so that they will not be selected in the next convergence cycle. Arc consistency algorithms such as AC-4 9] remove a value d i from the domain of variable V i if it is incompatible with all values d j for some other variable V j . This is repeated until no further variables can be removed. We are guaranteed that any solution to the original CSP is a solution of the arc consistent CSP. The code shown in Figure 5 performs this preprocessing. It is a straightforward test of each possible variable and value. Note that once a value of a variable is found to be inconsistent, and removed from the domain of the variable, we need to recheck all the other variables and their values which may no longer be arc consistent.
It should be noted that the above algorithm for enforcing full arc consistency is very simple. There are, much more advanced arc consistency techniques, such as AC- 4 9] , which consider only the a ected combinations of values after revising each arc in the constraint network.
For example given the GENET network of which is consistent with this value it can be removed from the domain of V 2 . Then value 2 for V 3 is found inconsistent since there is no remaining compatible value for V 2 . This illustrates why the the step must be repeated since value 2 for V 3 is consistent with V 2 = 1.
Arc consistency is in general a fairly expensive operation, the time complexity of AC-4 is O(a 2 e) where a is the size of the largest domain and e is the number of binary constraints in the CSP. Clearly, applying arc consistency can improve GENET search because the reduction in domains reduces the search space. It is bene cial if the improvement in the convergence time of GENET is greater than the arc consistency processing time. For full arc consistency this may not always be the case, and this motivates the design and use of lazy arc consistency.
IV. Lazy Arc Consistency
We propose a \lazy" form of the arc consistency technique which only enforces arc consistency for the current value (node) assigned to each domain variable. It can readily be achieved by the network convergence procedure of the GENET model without much extra computation while still gaining a useful information to improve the e ciency of the search.
To compute lazy arc consistency we simply modify the code for state update. The revised code is shown in Figure 6 with new code boxed. Notice that only a single line is added to the inner loop.
The algorithm works as follows. is slated for removal. Lazy arc consistency is \lazy" since it only checks that the values assigned to the other variables in the network are arc consistent with some values of the variable being updated. Such laziness avoids a signi cant proportion of the computation required by the full arc consistency technique while providing extra useful information for the GENET convergence procedure to reduce the domain sizes of variables in the network. Notice that if a node is never selected it is never checked for arc consistency. Hence the only inconsistencies found are those which are relevant to the nodes are on at some time in the search. Thus the lazy arc consistency technique requires less work to gain a reasonable amount of useful domain information for the GENET network as compared to full arc consistency, although clearly it may gain less information than full arc consistency.
V. Experimental Results
To demonstrate the e ciency of lazy arc consistency on GENET, we have used ECLiPSe Version 3:5:1 and the GNU C Compiler Version 2:6:3 running on SUNOS 5:3, to build prototypes for of GENET, an improved GENET with lazy arc consistency (denoted LAZY) and GENET with full arc consistency preprocessing step (denoted FULL).
The solvers are embedded in a constraint logic programming (CLP) system (see 6]) which gives a common language for expressing CSPs and allows the handling of disjunctive CSPs by using search over the constraints of the problem. The system builds CSPs incrementally, starting from a CSP with no constraints, the constraints are added one by one. At each step the CSP built is checked for satis ability. This checking is essential for e ciency when the problem is disjunctive. When the system nds no solution for an incrementally built CSP, the system backtracks to where there was last a choice of which constraint to add, and then proceeds with the other possibility. For non-disjunctive CSPs this approach has some overhead. Hence for these problems, we just collect all the constraints and then apply the solver (non-incremental usage).
We compare the solver GENET, LAZY and FULL versus a traditional propagation-based CLP approach to solving CSPs (using the ECLiPSe fd library). We compare the systems on CSPs with and without disjunctive constraints. The arbitrary and N-queens problems as examples of CSPs without disjunctive constraints. The hamiltonian path calculation and disjunctive graph coloring are examples of CSPs with disjunctive constraints. The default convergence cycle limit is 1000. Tables show the CPU time (in seconds) for the di erent solvers, calculated as the median over 10 runs.
Arti cial Problem
The arti cial problem we de ne de nes an ordering of its variables as follows : X 0 < X 1 ; X 1 < X 2 ; ; X i?1 < X i where i is the problem size. It illustrates the advantages of arc consistency removal to the GENET search. The domain size for each variable is either one more than the problem size or its double. The CPU times are shown in Table I . The numbers in brackets are the average numbers of values removed by LAZY or FULL.
In both cases n + 1 and 2n, FULL betters GENET, illustrating that the arc consistency preprocessing step gains useful information for the network convergence procedure. But LAZY always spends less time than FULL, showing the e ciency of the lazy arc consistency. Notice as the domain size gets larger the number of arc inconsistencies found by LAZY is reduced since the search never trys some values. Clearly the larger the total number of arc inconsistencies contained in the original problem, the more advantageous is the use of arc consistency techniques in GENET.
N-Queens Problem
The N-queens problem is to place N queens onto a N N chessboard so that no queens can attack another. A queen can attack another if it is on the same column, row or diagonal as the other queen. For this problem, the initial formulation is arc consistent hence neither LAZY nor FULL can improve the convergence behaviour. Table II shows the timings on the 10-to 50-queens problems using a nonincremental formulation, where all constraints are rst added and then the solver is invoked, and an incremental formulation, where the solver is invoked after every constraint addition.
The gures in parentheses are the median CPU time speint in full arc-consistency preprocessing. The CPU times for nding a solution for GENET and LAZY do not di er much showing that lazy arc consistency does not take up much computation even where it does not gain any extra useful information. In the non-incremental case, the timing for FULL shows that full arc consistency can still take up a signi cant portion of the computation even when arc consistency is unable to gain any useful information. For the incremental formulation FULL is totally un-competitive since instead of a single arc-consistency check it performs one per constraint and this dominates the computation time.
Hamiltonian Path Problems
Given a graph G of n vertices, the hamiltonian path problem is to nd the hamiltonian path of G, in which each of n vertices in G is visited once and only once 10]. The hamiltonian path problem is a practical CSP which is very similar to the route planning problems faced by sales departments. It can be regarded as an non-optimizing version of the well-known traveling salesman problem, in which the salesman does not need to return to the original city.
DRAFT
December 3, 1997 Table III shows the performance of ECLiPSe and the three models of GENET on hamiltonian path problems using 100 convergence cycles per solve for the rst two cases and 1000 convergence cycles per solve for the last case. The average number of values removed by arc consistency are shown in square brackets. The rst two problems are coded from some interesting real-life examples in graph theory 10]. And the last one is a modi ed example obtained from 7].
The question mark indicates over 10 hours of execution without an answer. In general, the local search based solvers outperform ECLiPSe on all but the smallest example. This is because they explore a smaller search space than ECLiPSe since they determine unsatis ability much earlier. This is one of the motivations for using local search for disjunctive CSPs. For these problems, LAZY and FULL, in general, perform better than the original GENET. This shows the arc consistency actually nds useful domain reduction information to prune the search space. While LAZY is clearly the best solver in terms of execution time, it does not nd as many inconsistent values as FULL. This illustrates the targeted nature of the inconsistencies found by LAZY.
Disjunctive Graph-coloring Problems
The disjunctive graph-coloring problem is to color a graph, possibly non-planar, with a number of arcs and hyper-arcs connecting nodes. An arc (i; j) speci es that the two nodes i and j must be colored differently, while a a hyper-arc f(i 1 ; j 1 ); (i 2 ; j 2 )g speci es that at least one of the two pairs of nodes must be colored di erently. The disjunctive graphcoloring problem has wide applicability in timetabling, scheduling and production planning. It is another example of a problem whose original statement is arc consistent. Table IV shows results for ECLiPSe and the three di erent models of GENET on a set of small-sized disjunctive graph-coloring problems. The numbers in parentheses are the number of backtracks, or choices made in nding a rst solution to the disjunctive problem. Note that ECLiPSe introduces many backtracks in a separate labelling stage not performed by the local search based solvers. In general, the approach where the local search based solver controls the search out-performs ECLiPSe on the hard instances of the CSPs. This is because they do much less backtracking since they do not require a backtracking enumeration search.
Since the original problem is arc consistent, neither FULL or LAZY improve on GENET, and su er some overhead. Interestingly, in the rst two examples where a large number of convergence cycles are required compared to the number of constraint additions, the overhead of LAZY (which is per convergence cycle) is greater than FULL (which is per constraint addition). For the easier problems LAZY outperforms FULL by a considerable margin.
VI. Concluding remarks
In this paper, we propose a new form of consistency technique, lazy arc consistency. Adding lazy arc consistency to GENET is of considerable benet, because it avoids the expense of full arc consistency and gains most of the bene t. In particular in cases where the problem is dynamically changing, for example in a CLP system handling disjunctive CSPs, the bene t is signi cant. For non-disjunctive CSPs lazy arc consistency does not introduce significant overhead where full arc consistency can. The extension of lazy arc consistency to general CSPs, and its integration into other local search methods are both interesting directions for further research. 
